
Name:……………………                              ENLISH TEST 9 – NO. 1 ( UNIT 1 & 2 )
I.Choose the word that has the underlined part pronounced differently from the others.
1. a. mosque b. optional c. notice d. tropical
2. a. Buddhism b. compulsory c. puppet d. instruction
3. a. sasual  b. sale c. sleeveless d. slit
4. a. encourage b. young c. proud d. enough
5. a. design b. loose c. style d. symbol
II. Choose the word whose main stress is placed differently from the others.
6. a. tunic b. symbol c. special d. unique
7. a. economic b. economy c. minority d. encourage
8. a. inspiration b. fashionable c. modernize d. symbolize
9. a. baggy b. design c. equal d. poetry
10. a. impression b. difficult c. optional d. separate
III. Choose the words or phrases that are not correct in standard English
11. We’ve corresponded  with each other for years but I’ve never meet him.

  A     B     C    D
12.Tom wishes his neighbors don’t make so much noise.

      A    B    C  D
13. Martina has won many tournaments for she moved from Slovakia.

A     B      C          D 
14. You will be given the uniquely opportunity to study   with one of  Europe’s top chefs.

A B     C D
15.While some people say that a lot of time is wasting in shopping for clothes, others feel that it is a relaxing activity.
        A       B C   D
16. This is most beautiful piece of china I  have ever seen.
        A    B    C        D 
17. Air composed of various gases including hydrogen, oxygen, and carbon dioxide. 
       A       B    C          D
18. Changes in the schedule have been indicate on the bulletin board.
          A B      C  D
19. Elizabeth I has reigned as queen of Enland from 1558 to 1603.
          A        B C      D 
20. Oh, no. It started to rain and my clothes are on the line. 
          A    B    C D
IV.Find the one choice that best completes the sentence.
21. This book is so long that I……………………..
a. haven’t finished it yet b. haven’t finished it already 
c. still have finished it d. still haven’t finished it already.
22. The wedding rings are ……………of their love.
a. symbol b. symbolist c. symbolize d. symbolic
23. “ We’re still looking for Thomas. “ - “ Hasn’t he …………….yet ? “
a. been found b. to find c. found d. being found
24. Miss Chi teaches………………….
a. poet b. poem c. poets d. poetry
25. We sell a selection of plain and …………….ties.
a. pattern b. patterned c. patterning d. patterns
26. “ Where was Micheal born ?  “ “ In Britain, but today he ……………..in the United States. “
a. has lived b. living c. lives d. lived
27. “ Are Alice and Tom still living in New York ? “- “ No, they …………………to Dallas. “
a. are just moved b. had just moved c. have just moved d. will just move.
28. Islamic people often go to the ……………..to pray.
a. pagoda b. mosque c. temple d. church
29. People aged 65 and over now ………………..nearly 20% of the population.
a. comprise b. contain c. consist d. combine



30. The units ………………into the following areas : listening, speaking, reading and writing.
a. are separated b. separate c. separated d. separating
31. That famous book ……………..of five chapters.
a. comprises b. consists c. makes d. has
32. The …………….of the US state of Utah is  Salt Lake City.
a. city b. capital c. town d. district
34. “ What have you  learned since you ………………here ? “
a. came b. come c. have come d. have been coming
35. I wish David ……………trying to be so nice.
a. would stop b. will stop c. stops d. stop
V. Choose the word ( a, b, c, or d ) that best fits each of the blank spaces.

Named ( 36 ) …………an ex-Governor of New South Wales, Sydney is the State’s capital ( 37 ) ………… 
Located on the south – east coast of Australia in the temperature zone, it enjoys a mild ( 38 ) ……………, averaging 
14.5 hours of sunshine per day ( 39 ) …………summer and 10.25 hours in winter . It is also the largest, oldest and 
perhaps the most beautifully situated city in Australia . First established by the Bristish as a convict settlement ( 40 ) 
…………1788, it is a modern cosmopolitan city that has developed into one of the nation’s major industry, business, 
and ( 41 )…………centers. Sydney is ( 42 ) ………..to nearly 4.2 million people ( as at 1995 ). The suburbs reach 
out from the city center and harbor creating a metropolitan area of about 1000 square kilometers. The 57 square 
kilometers harbor is one of the largest in the world and famous ( 43 ) ………….the unmistakable  134 high arch of 
the Harbor Bridge and the graceful sails ( 44 ) …………….the Opera House. I t is a busy waterway with ferries, 
freighters, hydrofoils and ( 45 )………….craft.
36. a. of b. like c. as d. after
37. a. area b. part c. city d. role
38. a. wind b. atmosphere c. degree d. climate
39. a. in b. at c. on  d. when
40. a. in b. at c. on d. when
41. a. manufacture b. manufacturing c. manufactory d. manufacturer
42. a. root b. house c.home d. hometown
43. a. since b. as c. due to d. for
44. a. from b. of c. to d. in
45. a. please b. pleasant c. pleased d. pleasure
VI. Read the passage and choose the item ( a, b, c, or d ) that best answers each of the questions about it.

During World War I Many women had jobs, and their clothes needed to be more practical. They began 
wearing shorter skirts and bared their legs. Soon they began wearing trousers. The lively, outrageous flapper style of 
the 1920s included lower waistlines, long necklaces and short hair. Men’s suits became looser and were worn with a 
long tie. During the 1960s women wore miniskirts, jeans and T – shirts became popular with both sexes. Women’s 
shoes appeared in many colors and styles, including sandals and platfoms (= shoes with a thick sole and high heel ). 
Since then, fashions have continued to change rapidly, and young people, especialy, are quick to wear the latest 
styles.
46. What can be the best title of the passage ?
a. Puritan – style clothes b. Medieval costume c. War clothing d. Style of the 20th century
47. When did women wear jeans ?
a. In 1960 b. In the seventh decade of the 20th century 
c. In the sixth decade of the 20th century d. During World War I
48. Why did women begin wearing trousers ?
a. They wanted to look lively and outrageous. b. They were fighting for greater equality between the sexes.
c. They wanted to wear clothes that are useful for their work. d. They didn’t like wearing short skirts.
49. What does the word “ suits “ in the first paragraph mean ?
a. fashions b. style c. dresses d. pieces of clothing
50. Which of the following is not true ?
a. During World War I women began wearing short skirts to bare their legs.
b. During 1960s, men and women liked to wear T – shirts.
c. During World War I women needed useful clothes. 
d. Young people are quick to wear the latest styles.



Name:……………………                              ENLISH TEST 9 – NO. 2 ( UNIT 3 & 4 )
I.Choose the word that has the underlined part pronounced differently from the others.
1. a. gather b. pagoda c. relax d. banyan
2. a. bamboo b. took c. afternoon d. soon
3. a. gather  b. earth c. theater d. thanks
4. a. collection b. question c. inspiration d. nation
5. a. hard b. grandmother c. delicious d. wonderful
II. Choose the word whose main stress is placed differently from the others.
6. a. institute b. scenery c. regional d. religious
7. a. material b. dormitory c. minority d. officially
8. a. advertise b. institute c. candidate d. deposite
9. a. enjoy b. ringgit c. relax d. bamboo
10. a. baggy b. region c. admire d. poet
III. Choose the words or phrases that are not correct in standard English
11. I  wish I could swim so I would feel safely in a boat.
          A       B      C         D
12.Columbus made his first voyage from Europe till America in 1492.

      A    B    C     D
13. My thirteen – years – old daughter wishes she weren’t so tall and that her hair were black and straight.

A            B        C          D 
14. Students will take a two – hour examine at the end of the year.

A B   C  D
15. They complained that there isn’t any water in the swimmming pool.
        A B      C     D
16. I will lend you this money if you will promise to pay it back.
         A    B  C         D 
17. Mary suggested to go to see a new film at the local cinema. 
          A      B           C            D
18. Sally said that we cooked  a meal each other.
      A  B     C        D
19. The boys promised not to make so many noise the following day.
     A         B       C          D 
20. Parents are sent a reading list a few weeks on advance of the start of the school year. 
          A    B          C           D
IV.Find the one choice that best completes the sentence.
21. I wish the sun ……………shining right now.
a. is b. are c.were d. would 
22. The first man walked on the moon …………..21 July 1969.
a.on b.in c. at d.until 
23. The two sides agreed an ………………of prisoners of war.
a. exchanges b. exchanging c.exchange d. exchanged
24. First prize is three days of ………….in a top health spa
a. relaxation b. relax c. relaxed d. relaxing
25. Easter is one of the best times for a family …………….
a. gather b. gathering c. gatherings d. gathered
26. We would welcome your comments ……………our work.
a.at b.for c. in d. on
27. They went for a …………through the woods on Sunday
a. hiking b. hikes c. hike d. hiker
28. I have the greatest ……………..for his courage.
a. admire b. admiration c. admired d. admiring
29. We did a lot of …………….when we were in London
a. sightseers b. sightseer c. sightseeing d. sighting
30. The office will be closed …………..Christmas and New Year



a. behind b. among c. inside d. between
31. The company wants to ……………. the factory on land near the railway tracks.
a. be located b. locating c. located d. locate
32. If the weather ……………… we’ll go for a walk
a. cleared b. clears c. be clear d. will clear
34. Peter said he was sure it ………………..
a. would be raining b. rains c. will rain d. was goimg to rain
35. …………….increased by 5% at state universities this year.
a. Fee b. Fees c. Tuition d. Tuitions
V. Choose the word ( a, b, c, or d ) that best fits each of the blank spaces.

English has for more than a century and ( 36 ) …………half  ( 37 ) ………… called a world language. The 
number of people who speak English ( 38 ) ……………their mother tongue has been estimated at between three 
hundred million and four hundred million . It is recognized as an ( 39 ) …………language in countries ( 40 )………. 
1.5 billion people live. In China, the importance attached to ( 41 )…………English is such that a televised teaching 
course drew audience of up to one million. But this spread of English throughout the world is relative recent.

 In the ( 42 ) ………..sixteenth century English was spoken by just under five million people. The ( 43 )……..
of English in North America was the ( 44 ) …………….in it worldwide expansion. The United States is a huge 
commercial market and this has tended to promote the English language in many other nations. About eight per cent 
of the data stored on the world’s computers ( 45 )………….believed to be in English and nowadays insufficient 
knowledge of English can be a problem in business..
36. a. a  b. one c. about d. the
37. a. was b. being c. be d. been
38. a.  like b. as c. such as d. with
39. a. offices’ b. office c. officious d. official
40. a. where b. what c. which d. when
41. a. being learn b. learning c. learn d. be learn
42. a latest b. late c. late d. lately
43. a. arrival b. arrived c. arrive d. arrriving
44. a. chain b. rope c. key d. lock
45. a. were b. has c. is d. are
VI. Read the passage and choose the item ( a, b, c, or d ) that best answers each of the questions about it.

Over the past 600 years, English has grown from a language of few speakers to become the dominant 
language of international comunication. English as we know it today emerged around 1350, after having incorporated
many elements of  French that were introduced following the Norman invasion of 1066.
  Until the 1600s, English was, for the most part, spoken only in England and hadn’t extended even, as far as 
Wales, Scotland or Ireland. However, during the course of the next two countries, English began to spread around the
globe as a result of exploration, trade ( including slave trade ), colonization, and missionary work. Thus, small 
enclaves of English speakers became established and grew in various parts of the world. As these communities 
profilerated, English gradually became the primary language of international business,  banking and diplomacy.

Today there are  more than 700 million English users in the world, and over half of these are non -  native 
speakers, constituting the largest number of non – native users than any other language in the world.
46. What is the main topic of the passage ?
a. The number of non – native users of English.   b. The French influence on the English language.
c. The expansion of English as an international language. d. The use of English for science and technology.
47. Approximately when did English begin to be used beyond England ?
a. In 1066 b. Around 1350 c. Before 1600 d. After 1600
48. According to the passage, all of the following contributed to the spread of English around the world except……...
a. the slave trade b. the Norman invasion c.missionaries d.colonization.
49. The word “ enclaves “ in paragraph 2 could be the best replaced by which of the following ?
a. communities b. organizations c. regions d. countries
50. The word “ proliferated “ in paragraph 2 is closest in meaning to which of the following ?
a. prospered b. organized c. dispanded d.expanded  



Name:……………………                              ENLISH TEST 9 – NO. 3 ( UNIT 6 & 7 )
I.Choose the word that has the underlined part pronounced differently from the others.
1. a. complain b. conserve c. cover d. environment 
2. a. walked b. filled c. died d. played 
3. a. homes  b. parades c. cakes d. eggs 
4. a. crowd b. grow c. show d. plow 
5. a. chopsticks b. each c. chair d. scheme
II. Choose the word whose main stress is placed differently from the others.
6. a. environment b. innovation c. installation d. sepatation 
7. a. label b. receive c. model d. luxury 
8. a. pollution b. treasure c. protection d. prohibit 
9. a. unpolluted b. environment c. communicate d. compulsory 
10. a. acquaintance b. decorate c. generous d. celebrate
III. Choose the words or phrases that are not correct in standard English
11. We listened to the news on the radio because our TV set was broke

      A           B           C         D
12. It is important that students attending all the lactures. 

      A        B          C      D
13. These materials can be recycling into other packaging products
         A      B   C            D 
14.He suggested that they should delay to make a decision.
                A      B           C         D
15. When I came into to the room, the boss just went on with what she doing and didn’t look up.
        A     B                      C   D
16. Many of these countries are rich at timber and mineral resources.
            A              B     C   D 
17. We will have to replace all the furnitures that was damaged in the flood.
         A             B   C       D
18. Tom likes watching TV so much that he turns on it as soon as he comes home from school.

           A   B            C           D
19. I am pleased to tell you that your application to the post of Assistant Editor has been successful.
       A                B       C              D 
20. Emily has never wanted to return to Yukon to live because of the winters ae too severe
              A           B         C           D
IV.Find the one choice that best completes the sentence.
21. She feels certain that she………………him before. 
a. had seen b. sees c. has been seeing d. has seen 
22. The hat only partially protected his face……………..from the sun.
a. from b. for c. with d. off
23. …………..will be provided in the cafeteria.
a. Refresh b. Refreshing c. Refreshments d. Refreshment 
24. The floor was covered…………………a sheet of plastic. 
a. with b. of c. for d. to
25. Rubber seals are fitted to prevent the gas …………….escaping
a. to b. against c. from d. of 
26. Environmental groups want a total prohibition …………….the dumping of nuclear waste. 
a. for b. on c. with d. about
27. There has been a dramatic ………………in the birth rate.
a. reducing b. reduction c. reduce d. redundancy 
28……………the civil war has ended, a new government is being formed.
a. Because b. Since c. Now that d. Although 
29. The room was ……………..only by a single 40 – watt light bulb. 
a. lit b. light c. lighten d. lead 
30. There are new laws to …………….wildlife in the area.



a. conserve b. consume c. consist d. deserve
31. The factory is struggling to …………….national environmental standards.
a. touch b. get c. grab d. meet
32. He’s  only 17 and ……………not eligible to vote.
a. because of b. therefore c. now that d. since
34. Can you suggest a restaurant ………………..us ?
 a. for b. to c. with d. no preposition
35. Sam and I would love to meet you at a restaurant tonight, but we can do that ………….we find a babysitter.
a. if b. even if c. only if d. unless
V. Choose the word ( a, b, c, or d ) that best fits each of the blank spaces.
 It is very important ( 36 ) ………… water carefully. Here are some ( 37 ) ………… you can use less water. 
First, you should ( 38 ) ……………you turn ( 39 ) ………… the faucets tightly. They should ( 40 ) ………… in the 
bathroom or kitchen sink. Second, you should not keep the water on for a long time. You should turn it off while you 
are doing something else. It should be off while you are shaving or ( 41 )………… you teeth. It should also be off 
while you are washing the dishes. Finally, ( 42 ) ……….. the summer you should water your garden( 43 ) 
………….the evening. That eay you will not lose  ( 44 ) …………….water. During the day the sun dried up the earth
too ( 45 )………….
36. a. for using b. to use c. use d. using 
37. a. roads b. paths c. streets d. ways
38. a. be sure b. sure c. to sure d. to be sure
39. a. on b. right c. off  d. left
40. a. drip b. to drip c. not drip d. not to drip 
41. a. clean b. rubbing c. washing d. brushing 
42. a. on b. in c. at d. when
43. a. on b. in c. at d. when 
44. a. many b. few c. a lot of d. less
45. a. quickly b. quick c. fastly d. early 
VI. Read the passage and choose the item ( a, b, c, or d ) that best answers each of the questions about it.

Nowadays people are more aware that wildlife all over the world is in danger. Many species of animals are 
threatened, and could easily become extinct if we do not make an effort to protect them. There are many reasons for 
this. In some cases, animals are hunted for their fur or for other valuable parts of their bodies. Some birds, such as 
parrots, are caught alive, and sold as pets. For many animals and birds, the problem is that their habitat – the place 
where they live – is disappearing. More land is used for farms, for houses or industry, and there are fewer open 
spaces than there once were. Farmers use powerful chemicals to help them grow better crops, but these chemicals 
pollute the environment and harm the wildlife. The most successful animals on earth – human beings – will soon be 
the only ones left, unless we can solve this problem.
46. What does the word “ extinct “ in line 2 mean ? 
a. dead b. no longer in existence
c. not in a place because of illness d. suffering from a metal or physical handicap.
47. The word  “  this “ in line 3 refers to ………………..
a. wildlife b. danger
c. the fact that people are more aware that wildlife is in danger. 
d. the fact that many species of animals could easily become extinct 
48. According to the passage, one of the reasons that people hunt animals is …………………..
a. they want their fur or other valuable parts of their bodies b. they want to kill them 
c. they consider this a sport d. they want to sell them as pets. 
49. Which of the following is not true ? 
a. Human beings are the most successful animals on earth.. 
b . If we can solve the problem. We will soon be the only ones left
c. Farmers use chemicals in order to grow better crops. d. Chemicals pollute the environment. 
50. What can be  the best title of the passage ? 
a. Birds Are In Danger b. The Threat To The Environment
c. The Most Successful Animals  d. Protect Our Earth. 



Name:……………………                              ENLISH TEST 9 – NO. 4 ( UNIT 8 & 9 )
I.Choose the word that has the underlined part pronounced differently from the others.
1.a. active b. ancient c. celebrate d. nominate
2. a. compose b. sticky c. compliment d. describe
3. a. guest b. groom  c. generous d. hug 
4. a. Easter b. guest c. decorate d. congratulate
5. a. laugh b. highlands c. flashlight d. although    
II. Choose the word whose main stress is placed differently from the others.
6. fixture b. forecast c. cyclone d. typhoon
7. a. hurricane b. disaster c. destruction d. eruption
8 a. priority b. congratulate c. nomination d. occurrence
9. a. energy b. pollution c. charity d. separate
10. a. predict b. humor c. freedom d. sticky
III. Choose the words or phrases that are not correct in standard English
11. Thomas Raven is a physicist whom book on time and space has been translated into a dozen languages.

             A          B       C D
12. I made an appointment with Dr. Raven, who considered an expert on eye disorders.

A                       B          C                  D
13. Because of his age, John was not hired despite he had the necessary qualifications.
             A              B C      D 
14. The paintings that is marked with a small red dot have already been sold
                      A        B        C               D
15. The person to who this letter was addressed died three years ago
             A     B       C          D
16. We can expect seeing an improvement in the weather over the next few days.
                     A          B               C         D 
17. The decision, which affected over 200 students, was not warmly receive.
                A                    B              C                   D
18. The consultant which was hired to advise us never really understood our situation.

                    A           B  C                     D
19. Our office needs a secretary whom knows how to use variousword processing programs.

              A                     B       C              D 
20. My accountant, that understands the complexities of the tax system, is doing my tax this year.
                   A                  B          C                          D
IV.Find the one choice that best completes the sentence.
21. The earthquake ………………..the city at two in the morning.
a. happened b. came c. hit d. occurred
22. I have three brothers ,………………….are businessmen.
a. all of whom b. who they all c. who all of them d. that all of them
23. The chemistry book ………………….was a little expensive.
a. that I bought it b. I bought that c. I bought d. what I bought
24. I must ……………you that some of these animals are extremely dangerous.
a. suggest b. ask c. advise d. warn
25. Dr. Sales is a person ………………….
a. in whom I don’t have much confidence b. whom I don’t have much confidence in him
c. in that I don’t have much confidence d. I don’t have much confidence.
26. “ Is April twenty – first the day ………………..? “ _ “ No, the twenty – second. “
a. you’ll arrive in then b. on that you’ll arrive c. when you’ll arrive d. when you’ll arrive on.
27. Cathy is a person upon ……………you can  always depend.
a. who b. whom c. that d. Ø
28. It looks like they’re  going to succeed …………………their   present difficulties.
a. yet b. despite c. even though d. because of 
29. Please accept my warmest ………………on your engagement.
a. congratulating b. congratulated c. congratulation d. congratulations



30. …………….there was no electricity, I was able to read because I had a candle.
a. Unless b. Only if c. Even d. Even though
31. Chios is said to have introduced……………… into Greece.
a. slave b. slavery c. slaver d. slavish
32. It is often difficult to distingish clearly …………….fact and fiction in this book.
a. among b. from c. between d. beyond
33. Their stated aim was to free women ………………..domestic slavery.
a. form b. away c. far d. with
34. Carol showed up for the meeting ……………..I asked her not to be here there.
a. even though b. because of c. because d. despite
35. Bob is the kind of person to ………………one can talk about anything.
a. who b. whom c. that d. which
V. Choose the word ( a, b, c, or d ) that best fits each of the blank spaces.
 Valentine’s Day  is always ( 36 ) ………February 14. It’s not a ( 37 ) …….. day. On weekdays, schools are 
open. Banks are open. People go to work. Life goes( 38 ) ………as usual, but there is one ( 39 ) …….People give 
cards and gifts to friends and people they love. They say, “ Be my Valentine. “. There are many kinds of Valentine 
cards. Some people make cards. Most people ( 40 ) ……….them. Men and women often give each another romantic 
cards. These ( 41 )………say, “ I love you. “. The husbands give romantic cards to their ( 42 )………Children and 
friends usually give fuuny and humorous cards. These cards do not say, “ I love you. “. They are not romatic.Children
give cards to their friends ( 43 ) …….sschool parties. Flowers and candies are popular gifts on Valentine’s Day. 
Many people give red roses  ( 44 ) ……people they love. Stores sell chocolates and other candies in heart  ( 45 )……
36. a. in b. at c. on d. for 41. a. men b. women c. cards d. pappers
37. a. national  b. office c. regional d. religion 42. a. wives b. wifes c. wive d. wife
38. a. in b. at c. for d. on 43. a. in b. at c. on d. of
39. a. differ b. difference c. different d. differences 44. a. for b. at c. to d. Ø
40. a. buy b. sell c. give d. get 45. a. style b. forms c. shapes d. pattern
VI. Read the passage and choose the item ( a, b, c, or d ) that best answers each of the questions about it.

In AD 79, Mount Vesuvius erupted, sending out a huge cloud of dust and rock that darken the sky. It came 
without warning, and the power of the explosion was so great that it was felt from hundreds miles away. In the town 
of Pompeii, at the foot of the volcano, the inhabitants picked up whatever belongings they could carry and make for 
the open countryside. In the terrible storm that followed, dust and rock from the volcano rained down onto the town, 
filling the streets with deep layers of ash and poisonous gas, making it impossible for the people to get away. The 
town of Pompeii was completely destroyed by the rain of death, and lay lost to the world for centuries.

Excavation work did not begin until 1748, when Roccco Alcubierre found some wall paintings while he was 
digging at the site. In the years that followed, archaeologists realized that they had come across one of the most 
astonishing ruins of all time. Almost everything in Pompeii had been perfectly preserved. Several houses still had 
their roofs, and inside the furniture and the decorations were just as they had been centuries earlier. There were also 
the remains of over 2,000 people. Some of the victims had made the mistake of sheltering in their cellars, where they 
were killed by poisonous gases from the volcano. Others had been prevented from escaping, and in the prison were 
men who had been chained to the wall and left to die.
46. Pompeii was ……………………..
a. the name of a town at the foot of Mount Vesuvius.  b. the name of the town mayor
c. the name of a city at the foot of Mount Vesuvius. d. the name of the country at the foot of Mount Vesuvius.
47. Mount Vesuvius erupted …………………..
a. 79 years before the birth of Jesus Christ.  b. 79 years after the birth of Jesus Christ.
c. 2000 years ago. d. 79 centuries ago.
48. In the context of the passage, “ made for “ means ………………….
a. to prepare for b. to move in the direction of  c. to be suitable with d. to be used in
49. The word “ Others “ in the last paragraph refers to ………………….
a. the remains b. cellars c. the victims  d. poisonous gases
50. Which of the following is not true ? a. The inhabitants didn’t have any chance of leaving the town.
b. Though the town was completely destroyed, there were 2,000 people remained.
c. After the year of 1748, archaeologists realized that the site was one of the most astonishing ruins of all the time.
d. But for Rocco Alcubierre the excavation work wouldn’t have begun in 1748.




